THE QUEEN CHARLOTTE GIN MENU
The true heart and soul of what we do here at the Queen Charlotte can be found within our gin list.
Whether you’re a fan of the more classic London Dry gins to the sweet and fruiter varieties (and everything
in between) we have the gin for you!
We also have a wonderful selection of Fever tree tonics which we will be happy to recommend to accompany. Don’t like tonic? Fret not! We have a fabulous selection of other mixers such as fruit sodas, ginger
ales, or lemonades and we will be happy to recommend a gin to go with your preferred mixer.
If you’re feeling really cheeky – why not add half a shot of gin liqueur to a glass of prosecco? One thing we
really do believe … everyone does like gin – you just might not have met the right one yet!

Queen Charlotte House Blends
Guildhall Island

Named after the cobbled streets where the Queen Charlotte resides

Gin&er

Created in the commemoration of Harry and Meghan’s Royal Wedding

Dry Gins
Adnam’s Copper House

Bursting with juniper, lemon and orange notes

Bulldog

Made from Norfolk wheat with 12 botanicals from 8 countries

Chase GB

Infused with juniper buds and berries to ensure a dry gin

That Boutiquey Gin Co Cobnut
Ghost Gin

The raspberry ghost is more fruity than spooky

London No. 1

12 chosen ingredients giving an elegantly perfect balance

Portobello Road 171

A blend of citrus, coriander, liquorice and nutmeg for a peppery finish

Tanqueray Export

Blending the purest spirit with hand-picked botanicals

Tarquin’s

A sensation using fragrant Devon violets and fresh orange zest

Around the World
Aviation American, Oregon

An adventurous blend of worldly spices

Brooklyn, New York

Hand-crafted with citrus peels and cracked pepper

Death’s Door, Wisconsin

Dry gin without the bitterness, spicy yet cooling

Dingle, Ireland

Rowan berry, fuchsia, bog myrtle and heather for a taste of the Kerry landscape

Genever Bols, Netherlands

Dutch style, made from local malted barley

Gunpowder Irish

A quest to fuse oriental botanicals with local Irish ones

Hedgehog, Netherlands

Using the love herbs, Damiana, Ginseng & Guarana

Nordes, Spain

Harmonised with hints of eucalyptus, laurel and mint

Sophisticated
Bathtub

Wonderfully spicy, rich and buttery, a smooth classic

Cotswolds

A classic, well-balanced, juniper-led gin with crisp citrus and spice

Liverpool

A blend of botanicals and grain spirit resulting in complex flavours

Monkey 47

47 botanicals create this unrivalled gin, uniting tradition and exotics

Rock Rose

Using meticulously selected traditional Scottish botanicals for a smooth gin

Silent Pool

Fresh citrus notes grounded with the subtle sweetness of local honey

Tanqueray 10

Made with hand-picked fruit and botanicals, with hints of coriander

Tarquin’s Sea Dog

Bottled at 57%, this gin combines cinnamon, orris root and violets

Whitley Neil

Blend of rare African botanicals and unusual aromatics

X Gin

The taste of passion with a hint of cocoa and a touch of vanilla (PREMIUM GIN)

Citrusy
Chase Grapefruit and Pomelo

Floral and zesty, a powerful grapefruit flavour

Chase Seville Marmalade

Natural floral oils, fragrant elderflower, orange bursts

Malfy con Arancia

Made with Sicilian blood orange peels to create a beautiful ruby colour

Malfy con Limone

Made with fresh lemons grown on the Amalfi coast in Italy

Tanqueray Rangpur

The addition of the Rangpur lime brings an exotic lime flavour

Tanqueray Seville Orange

Taste of bittersweet and zesty Seville oranges with Tanqueray gin

Whitley Neill Blood Orange

A refreshing, intense orange aroma, and smooth finish

Whitely Neill Brazilian Lime

Made with Brazilian limes to add a zesty kick to a smooth gin

Floral
Bloom

Floral chamomile and honeysuckle, with citrus pomelo

Hendricks Amazonia

A tropical gin with a careful balance of fruit and flora

Hendricks Lunar

Distinctly floral gin with a delicate spicy finish

Hendricks Midsummer Solstice

Infused with an array of natural floral essences and blossoms

Orkney Johnsmas

Crafted to make a fragrant and light gin to capture summer

Sky Waves Liberation

Features 9 botanicals balanced with lemon and subtle vanilla notes

Weird & Wonderful
Black Tomato

Fresh salt water and homegrown black tomatoes

Da Mhile Seaweed Gin

Infused with hand-picked seaweed from the Celtic coast

Hoxton

A medley of natural ingredients including coconut, grapefruit, ginger and iris

JJ Whitley Nettle Gin

A light, zingy kick on the palate, with a gentle sweetness

The Muff Liquor

Irish potato gin, crafted with lemon, mandarin and rosemary

Skully Wasabi

Blend of wasabi root, sweet orange, ginger and mint for a silky-smooth taste

Sky Waves Raspberry and Rhubarb

Summer fruit taste with a burst of tartness alongside light juniper and citrus

Strawberry and Balsamico

Aromatic and earthy with herbal notes including basil and dill

Whitley Neil Aloe & Cucumber

The nectar of the aloe carries cooling notes, making a smooth taste

Wrecking Coast

A Cornish gin focusing on the prime taste of clotted cream

Spicy
Opihr

A selection of hand-picked oriental spices, from Indonesia, India and Morocco

Opihr Arabian

Sharp bursts of Persian black lemons heightened by zesty, citrus Timut peppers

Peaky Blinders

A bold, handcrafted spiced gin, blended with exotic spices and botanicals

Poetic License

Sweeter and more peppery taste in comparison to a London Dry, with hints of rose

Pink Pepper

Spicy pink pepper notes are prominent, with warm vanilla developing

Wayfinder

A locally made blend with red chillies, Seville oranges and pimentos

Herbal
The Botanist

Using 31 botanicals, the resulting dry gin is described as floral

Burleigh

Distilled with 11 botanicals, including dandelion and burdock

Gin Mare

The essence of exotic, smooth Mediterranean flavours

Herno

Certifiably organic, exotic and premium botanicals, gloriously smooth (PREMIUM GIN)

Napue

Boasting locally foraged botanicals, a full-bodied herbal flavour

Wicked Wolf

Citrus and pepper notes balanced with juniper and coriander

Fruity
Ampersand Melon

Fresh and sweet melon and juniper gin

Batch Whinberry

Bilberries, known in Burnley as ‘whinberries’, are steeped in premium gin

Brockmans

A coriander aroma with distinctive blackberry and blueberry notes

Chase Brambley Apple and
Rhubarb

Reminiscent of a classic British dessert

Gin Ting

Brought to life through the infusion of mango, passionfruit and elderflower

Greenall’s Blueberry

Infused with naturally sweet blueberries to create a smooth and floral taste

Slingsby Gooseberry

Yorkshire gooseberries bring a tangy sweetness while remaining citrusy

Tarquin’s Blackberry

Aromas of blackberry crumble, wild berries and sweet spices

Whitley Neill Blackberry

Inspired by English hedgerows, laden with blackberries

Whitely Neill Gooseberry

Light sweetened gooseberry flavoured gin with hints of pear

Whitley Neill Quince

Dominating quince, giving way to sweet apricot and peach

Whitley Neill Raspberry

Invigorating tartness of Scottish raspberries, sharp yet sweet

Whitley Neill Rhubarb and
Ginger
Whitely Neill Strawberry and
Black Pepper

Tart rhubarb crispness with a spicy twist
A sweet strawberry gin balanced out with cracked black pepper

JJ Whitley Plum

A sweet smell with a wintery warming sensation

JJ Whitley Violet

A natural burst of the quintessentially British violet

Classic
Bombay Sapphire

Created through the vapour infusion process

Gordons

Carefully distilled using hand-picked juniper and other botanicals

Horse Guards

Celebrating the spirit of the Horse Guards of England

Plymouth

Distilled from blended botanicals and soft Dartmoor water

Salcombe

Exceptionally smooth layers of complexity, with 13 hand distilled botanicals

Sipsmith’s

An ode to the historic acts that made gin what it is today

Star of Bombay

Added ingredients lift the precious botanicals to a new level

Best with Elderflower
Friday Chic

Cosmopolitan, ambitious, demanding, travelled and curious

Hendricks

Classically floral, made with the base of cucumber and rose petals

Martin Millers

Earthy botanicals blended with citrus elements, uniquely fresh

Mermaid Gin

Rock samphire locally foraged from the space between the shore and the world of
mermaids

Sir Robin of Locksley

Delicate aromas of elderflower bubble through the juniper

Organic
British Polo Gin

A British made flavoursome and smooth gin which is 100% organic

Alt Gin
Seedlip Garden (non-alcoholic)

A floral blend of peas and hay with traditional garden herb distillates

Pink
Bloom Jasmine and Rose

Exquisitely floral, with distinct rose and jasmine aromas

Bloom Strawberry Liquor

The very essence of strawberry sweetness, captured by Bloom

Boe Violet

Infused with violets to make a beautifully sweet and fruity gin

Greenall’s Wild Berry

Balancing luscious and juicy berry notes with warming spice and juniper

Malfy Rosa

A juicy grapefruit taste, with a long, rich juniper finish, a bright gin like no other

Manchester Raspberry

Infused with the finest raspberries, a perfectly fruity gin

Mermaid Pink Gin

Infuses the flavour and aromatics of Island strawberries with the smooth Mermaid gin

Mombasa Strawberry

Triple distilled and perfumed with Spanish strawberries

Rendles, California

Enters the palate with a citrus zip and sweet spices

Sharish

This magic blue gin transforms to a pale pink when mixed with tonic water

Slingsby Rhubarb

The restorative nature of Harrogate infused with the finest, hand-grown Yorkshire rhubarb

Tarquin’s Strawberry and Lime

Extra fresh lime zest infused with sweet strawberries

Warner Edwards Rhubarb

Wonderfully British, a spicy gin with a dominating rhubarb taste

Sweet
Boe Passionfruit

A stylish gin with the warm lingering finish of exotic fruits and vibrant colour

Copper In The Clouds Lychee

A fresh and fragrant gin liqueur

JJ Whitley Pink Cherry

An initial sweetness leading into marzipan, sour cherry and juniper on the palate

Keepr’s Honey

A superb infusion with raw, unadulterated Cotswolds honey

Keepr’s Raspberry and Honey

Raspberries with a slight tart flavour balanced with honey’s sweetness

Whitely Neill Parma Violet

Inspired by the Italian countryside with notes of violet

Sloe Gins
Chase Sloe and Mulberry

Wild sloe berries from Herefordshire and the forgotten fruit: mulberries

Sipsmith’s Sloe

Sipsmith's London Dry rested on wild sloe berries, hand-picked in the autumn

Monkey 47 Sloe

Peppery, tangy and complex using Black Forest sloes

